
 

The kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking 
for fine pearls; when he finds one of great value he 

goes and sells everything he owns and buys it. 
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We were going along at a fair nick on a winding, 
bumpy dirt track across a series of hills, a sheer drop 
to one side of us for much of the journey, when it 
occurred to me that what we were doing probably 
wasn’t very safe. Contributing to that impression of 
being unsafe was the fact that I was standing, not 
sitting, in the open cargo area of a pickup truck, along 
with about twelve other men, and we were all holding 
machetes and axes while trying to grip on to the sides 
of the car. But I was in Bolivia on a missionary 
placement as a seminarian, we had spent the day 
chopping firewood, and I accepted that this alarming 
journey home was part of the deal. The culture of 
“health and safety” has yet to advance there to the 
extent that it has here: poverty for many means daily 
exposure to risks which in Britain we need not 
contemplate, accustomed as so many are to lives 
which seem comfortable in comparison to those lived 

by so many of our brothers and sisters around the 
world. 
But risk is inherent to our experience of being alive, 
and even if much of modern life in the developed 
world is ordered towards the reduction of risk, the 
rendering invisible of risk, everything we do involves 
navigating some degree of it. At times we become 
suddenly aware of the fact: at the moment our national 
conversation seems to consist of little else but 
debating the merits of various precautions – trying to 
calculate risks, trying to offset potential costs and 
benefits. And we humans can be very bad at 
calculating risk.  
 
In today’s Gospel Our Lord commands us to be 
willing to risk all for the kingdom of Heaven; He 
promises us that the risk is worth taking, the bet is 
worth making, the temporary losses will be offset by 
a gain beyond imagining. One of the images of the 
kingdom of Heaven He gives His listeners is that of 
the merchant who, to secure a pearl he considers of 
great price, “goes and sells everything he owns and 
buys it”. We can imagine the advice he might receive 
from friends: are you sure it’s worth that much? What 
if appearances deceive? What about the things you’re 



 

selling – won’t you miss them? Are you really 
confident you’re getting a fair price? The merchant 
presses on. Convinced his search is over, he makes the 
trade.   
 
Trading may seem a strange picture of the Christian 
life, but as St Peter Chrysologous – a fifth-century 
commentator – wrote, it’s a trade we are all called to 
make, a risk we are all called to take: the merchant, St 
Peter writes, “trades in order to gain not earthly but 
heavenly glory. He seeks to procure the kingdom of 
heaven as the reward of his virtues and to buy, at the 
price of innumerable other goods, the one pearl of 
everlasting life.” Nothing is better than everlasting 
life; nothing should be more precious to us than the 
prospect of joining the blessed in Heaven. 
 
But we may be afraid. We may be afraid of 
renouncing earthly goods, joys, for a future which 
seems so remote, so strange. We might hear those 
voices in our culture which tell us this “pearl of great 
value” is illusory – it’s a fake, a confidence trick. Or 
a more subtle temptation may take hold of us: we may 
think that if we focus too much on the hereafter, if we 
put all at service of the kingdom of Heaven, we will 

be missing out in this life. And so we easily fall into 
sin, prizing the limited things of the earth over 
blessedness without end. We convince ourselves that 
we must focus on our earthly goals if we are to get 
ahead; we need to make a name for ourselves, we need 
to be respected and loved and know security and 
contentment. We will not take the risk of entrusting 
ourselves to God, of accepting His invitation to “sell 
everything [we] own” for the pearl of great value, of 
great price. For those minded to think in this way, C.S. 
Lewis makes a sobering observation which I’ve 
always liked to revisit: “If you read history”, he 
writes,  “you will find that the Christians who did 
most for the present world were just those who 
thought most of the next. The Apostles themselves, 
who set on foot the conversion of the Roman Empire, 
the great men who built up the Middle Ages, [those 
Christians] who abolished the slave trade, all left 
their mark on Earth, precisely because their minds 
were occupied with Heaven… Aim at Heaven and you 
will get earth ‘thrown in’: aim at earth and you will 
get neither.”  
 
In the end, with God what appears risky is no risk at 
all. We know that His love is limitless and His desire 



 

to befriend us is certain – a knowledge that comes 
from His Son’s life, death, and Resurrection. The only 
real risk is that we cling to our little comforts, our 
small securities… and so miss out on the offer of a 
lifetime. 
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